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Introduction
It was pleasing to see a good standard of responses from candidates in the penultimate
session of the 6HI03 D examination. Many candidates wrote insightful comments which
placed them in the higher grade categories. The paper was divided into two sections:
Section (A) was an In-Depth Study question, and Section (B) an Associated Historical
Controversy question.
Centres should note that the amount of space provided in the booklet for answers is more
than enough for full marks.
Although a few responses were quite brief, there was little evidence on this paper of
candidates having insufficient time to answer both questions. The ability range of those
entering was diverse but the design of the paper allowed all abilities to be catered for. There
were also very few rubric errors. By a large majority, more entrants sat D1– From Kaiser
to Führer: Germany 1900-45 than for D2 – Britain and the Challenge of Fascism: Saving
Europe at a Cost? c1925-60
One positive was the impression that, in general, candidates were able to offer more specific
knowledge, particularly in relation to the controversy questions. The discriminating factor in
their relative success in applying the knowledge was how well this was integrated with the
arguments in the given sources and the precise demands of the question.
One pleasing trend is that very few candidates produced essays which were devoid of
analysis. The two main weaknesses in responses which scored less well tended to be: (1)
a lack of sufficient knowledge, rather than lengthy descriptive writing without analysis, or
(2), informed writing which, whilst analytical in some senses, tended more towards answer
a generic version of the given question, e.g. responses that offered seemingly pre-prepared
explanations for Hitler gaining power, rather than the specific question asked in Section A,
Question 2. The latter issue was also found across the controversies in Section B, with some
answers tending more towards the broader controversy than the question as specifically
asked. As a result in such cases, engagement with the sources was also often less
successful. Overall though, the paper provided candidates with the opportunity to develop
their essay writing and to include source material as and when necessary.
At the higher levels, and related to the issue above, a discriminating factor was often the
ability to really explore the key words and phrases in the question, be these specific to the
particular topic, such as ‘national interest’ or ‘misjudgements’, as well as qualifiers such
as ‘as best he could’, as well as the common stems such as ‘to what extent’. Candidates
who convincingly applied their knowledge to exploring these issues were very successful.
However, candidates should be wary of forcing the use of these, as there were cases where
arguments over the ‘extent’ or the application of key phrases was simply asserted or
misapplied.
The previously noted tendency for candidates to analyse and produce judgements in the
main body of the answer and have cursory conclusions was to some extent reduced.
Candidates should still be minded that considered introductions and conclusions often
provide a solid framework for sustained argument and evaluation.
The answers of a minority of less successful candidates in Section A suggested that they
lacked the detailed knowledge base required to tackle these questions and produced a
catch-all commentary on the stipulated topic, with obvious repercussions. The best answers
to Section A questions showed some impressive study of 20th century German and British
history, with students producing incisive, scholarly analysis.
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Question 1
Question 1 was the less popular of the two Section A questions for A1, but produced a range
of responses, including many excellent answers. Candidates produced responses covering a
range of economic, social and political consequences in their discussion of ‘wholly positive’.
More successful responses were convincing effectively linking these issues to economic
development, such as exploring the impact of the rise of the working class on Reich politics.
For example, some were able to link economic power to the rise of Germany as a world
power and the negative impact of this. A minority did stray from the required focus, such
as seeking to use the question as a springboard for writing about issues of some relevance,
but with unconvincing or connection to economic developments. As well as detailed
examinations of industrial growth, issues such as urbanisation and the development of
electrical goods featured in many responses.
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Examiner Comments

The following is part of a focused response which
develops an analysis across different issues with
some balance. It gained a level 4.

Examiner Tip

For a level 5 response, sustained argument and
evaluation would be expected, with more depth of
knowledge. On a question like this, it would mean
exploring every issue and weighing up the extent to
which it was 'wholly positive' throughout the essay.
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Question 2
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Examiner Comments

This response to question 2 is structured, argued,
with clear support and analysis, and attempts to
relate issues back to the stated factor in the question
– 'misjudgements'. The conclusion also weighs up
issues. This gained a Level 5.

Examiner Tip

Strong responses often give a thorough and
reasoned judgement at the end of each point of issue
they deal with. These individual points are usually
explored, considering ‘how far’ within that point.
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Question 3
This question elicited a range of responses, both in terms of the arguments offered and the
ultimate quality of the work produced. Many candidates were confident on the reasons for
appeasement and gave specific detail as to why Britain was unable to take action due to the
pacifist mood of the nation and its weakened economic state. There were also interesting
arguments brought in regarding the context of the rise of communism and a desire to use
German strength as a buffer. Others were able to balance Britain’s position with the lack of
potential international allies against Germany with a good debate as to whether this was due
to the weak leadership of McDonald and Baldwin. What often discriminated candidates were
an ability to firmly link such issues to decisions and events directly related to policy towards
Germany in the years 1933 to 1937. However, some lapsed into description and irrelevant
points about appeasement upto Munich and beyond, or drifted to other areas of foreign
policy with limited focus on Germany. A common issue, which has been noted before and
was found even amongst otherwise good responses, was referring to Chamberlain as being
Prime minister throughout the period. The strongest responses were able to offer detail
analysis, clearly defining ‘sensible’ in the context of the period.
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Examiner Comments

The response has an understanding of the question,
but material is very thin and thus development is
limited. Such a response merits Level 2.

Examiner Tip

To access the higher levels on the Depth Study
question, you must have a sound subject knowledge
and be able to apply this consistently to the demands
of the question. Check the specification for the key
topics.
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Question 4
This was marginally the more popular of the two Section A questions for D2, and produced
a range of responses. The majority were able to offer at least sound detail on the given
issue of the bomber offensive, and start to shape this towards the question. A range of other
factors were discussed, with the Battle of the Atlantic featuring heavily, the Eastern Front,
and to a lesser extent, theatres such as sometimes Italy and other issues such as code
breaking. Knowledge of D-Day itself and subsequent operations such as Market Garden or
the Battle of the Bulge was less frequently developed. The strongest answers were those
which were able to convincingly tie material concerning the bomber offensive and other
factors offered to D-D and liberation. For example, some responses were carried away with
examining the negatives of the bomber campaign, yet were less secure in linking this to
the impact it had on the German war effort. A number did adroitly argue, often succinctly,
that aerial superiority mattered much more than the actual bombing campaign. Stronger
responses tended to connect factor in manner which allowed for authentic analysis of
their relative contribution, such as a debate about the role of the USSR and the supply
from America which was built upon the supplies across the Atlantic, linked in with detailed
knowledge of the American contribution within the bomber offensive. At times these
were coupled with impressive knowledge of the capabilities of the Mustang and Lancaster
bombers.
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Examiner Comments

The example response is a clearly argued piece, from the introduction onwards. It
is focused, analytical, conceptually strong and with exemplification firmly tied to the
demands of the question and is clearly evaluative. It achieved a level 5.

Examiner Tip

Where a question has two aspects, such as the 'D-Day' and 'liberation of Europe'
references in this, it is important to try to focus on and develop both of these. Some
very good analysis and judgements may make distinctions between these two issues
within the same point.
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Question 5
This was the more popular of the two controversy questions for D1, and there were a
wide range of responses seen. On the whole, candidates knowledge of issues and the
historiographical debate surrounding this continue to impress, although in some cases,
this can begin to be to the detriment of an analysis of the specific question and given
sources. At times, it appeared that some candidates had learnt and revised a generic ‘Was
Germany to blame for the First World War?’ essay, and were to a lesser or greater extent
attempting to replicate these in the exam. Such an approach placed obvious limitations on
these responses, both in terms of the engagement with the sources, as well as the degree
of focus on the nuance of argument, particularly with regards the issue of a German ‘desire
for war’. At the higher end, many candidates were able to shine by offering a detailed
analysis of what ‘German desire for war’ might mean. For example, some broke this down
into desire for war relating to aggressive, defensive or for domestic motivations, or the
drawing distinctions between actions and desire. A close reading of the sources was also
a discriminating factor in the success of responses. Some candidates assumed that by
quoting Fischer, Layton fully agreed with every aspect of his work, or misreading Source 3’s
reference to domestic issues. There also appeared to be some increase in referencing other
historians and theories or ‘reasons’, e.g. calculated risk, offensively conducted defensive war,
escape forwards, planned war aggression, how Europe stumbled/slithered/’sleepwalked’ into
war. At times, this amounted to little more than ‘namedropping’, although in the hands of
candidates who were able to explore these with confidence, considering the given evidence
and precise exemplification, it did produce excellent responses.
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Examiner Comments

The following response is relatively brief, yet in the main well-argued and
making good use of sources. It lacks real depth of evaluation and some of
the subtleties and issues within the sources were not quite picked up on, but
it is sufficiently structured and analytical for a level 4 on both assessment
objectives.

Examiner Tip

When planning your answer, read through the sources carefully and all of
the arguments, issues and evidence you can. This will help you to crossreference and analyse effectively in your answer.
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Question 6
As with Question 5, there was evidence of pre-prepared answers here, with some candidates
writing somewhat generic ‘weak dictator’ or ’strong dictator’ essays. There was also a lot
of reference to intentionalist and structuralist arguments, and some of these lapsed into
description. However, once again, the question did allow for many strong responses to
achieve the higher levels by focusing on the precise wording of the question and engage
with the nuances and detail within the sources. Some, for example, were able to offer
sustained analysis by considering whether aspects of the system did truly ‘constrain’ Hitler’s
power or whether, perversely, they may have enhanced it. The most able candidates gave
really good links between the sources and actual practical examples as to how the Nazi state
worked with most able to identify a good line of argument that the system suited Hitler’s
needs. The degree of own knowledge was variable, with most candidates using the economic
chaos caused by the duplication of Schacht and Goering’s positions. Better candidates went
into detail about the nature of the Hitler’s personal office and the ending of effective cabinet
government and how this ultimately helped Hitler’s control. Evidence used also tended to
focus around Aktion T4, Darre, Hitler’s Bohemian lifestyle, Economics conflicts. A distinction
between candidates accessing the higher levels and those who did not was often the ability
to use this knowledge to examine exactly how and to what extent it revealed Hitler to be
constrained, rather than just assert that it supports the source or not.
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Examiner Comments

The sample script highlights many of the features of
a very strong response. It offers a clear focus, with
an excellent grasp of concepts and issues, developed
analysis, strong support and considerable evaluation
throughout the essay, building to overall judgement
considering Hitler's authority. The response was
marked at level 5.

Examiner Tip

Whilst the sources are there to be used on to answer
the question, they shouldn't be relied upon as your
only source of information. Good responses are
able to bring in own knowledge which is used to
analyse the issues, integrating this with the sources,
analysing and evaluating the validity of their views.
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Question 7
This was the more popular of the two controversy questions in option D2, and produced a
range of responses. Where candidates were less successful, one or more of the following
was often at issue. Firstly, one-sided responses which were damning of Chamberlain,
without considering opposing arguments sufficiently or even asserting Chamberlain was
foolish with limited evidence to support this. Secondly, some candidates tended to offer
a general assessment of appeasement, without real consideration of ‘national interest’.
Thirdly, some candidates offered sound analysis, but with little support from the period,
relying on the sources or material from earlier in the 1930s, such as the East-Fulham byelection or Oxford Union debate, with less secure material directly relating to the period in
the question. That said, many candidates made good use of earlier material, particularly
with regard to national feeling in support of Chamberlain’s policies. Higher level responses
tended to overcome these issues, and the following issues were more evident. Many
candidates engaged confidently with the idea of national interest, and explored points such
as the buying time argument and the lack of support from other nations. In general, there
was less evidence of pre-prepared responses, and many candidates were able to make valid
historiographical comment without losing sight of the precise question.
Additionally, high scoring candidates were usually able to use the sources to drive
arguments about the lack of alternatives and allies, exploring these with evidence from
the sources and own knowledge. Particularly impressive arguments were also seen which
carefully considered the question, such as examining Chamberlain’s zeal for appeasement,
linking this back to the decline of British power in order to reach judgements which
addressed the issue of ‘as best he could’.
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Examiner Comments

The response has a clear and confident focus on both the question and
the views taken on this in the given extracts. It examines these drawing
on evidence from the sources and own knowledge, offering reasoned
evaluation of the strengths of their arguments. Such a response is
typical of a level 5 for both assessment objectives.

Examiner Tip

When making individual points, look for links to other points. This helps
keep answers focused, and at the higher levels like this, highlights
opportunities to explore the nature of these connections and give an
ongoing relative evaluation of the points you raise.
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Question 8
This was the less popular option for the controversy questions in D2. The question managed
to produce a wide range of responses. Most responses were able to focus on some benefits
in the post war system, with some real consideration of the extent to which there was a
desire to ‘build… a better society’, although there was in general less development on the
extent to which this stemmed from wartime shared suffering. In general, less successful
responses tended to explain and to some extent analyse the changes that took place after
the war, drawing on the sources and often good knowledge, but lacked clear argument and
focus. As a whole, responses to this question offered detailed knowledge of a range of issues
in the post-war period, particularly the various aspects of the establishment of the welfare
state and post-war rebuilding, which appeared to give them greater confidence in exploring
the issues raised by the sources, such as the reference to leaving ‘intact an independent
education sector’ in Source 11. There was also good knowledge of the wartime experience,
often related to the Beveridge Report, although in some cases candidates drifted to material
of less relevance. The best responses were confident in relating material from the wartime
and post-war period to develop arguments which genuinely examined ‘how far’.
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Examiner Comments

The response offers mainly good analysis, clearly identifying the arguments within
the sources and relating these to each other and the view in the question. Issues of
debate are extended using own knowledge. Such responses are typical of level 4 for
both assessment objectives.

Examiner Tip

To achieve these levels, make sure that your answer is firmly focused on the
debate in the question and that your use of the sources cross-references them in
considering this debate. Using own knowledge and other sources more to assess the
given views would raise the mark even higher.
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:
In Depth Study question

48

•

Candidates must provide more factual details. Candidates need to ensure their subject
knowledge conforms to the specification. Weaker responses usually lacked range and/or
depth of analysis.

•

Stay within the specific boundaries of the question – for example, some candidates
explored issues outside of the relevant time periods.

•

More candidates would benefit from planning their answers more effectively.

•

In order to address the question more effectively, candidates need to offer an analysis
not provide a descriptive or chronological account. Many candidates produced answers,
which were focused and developed appropriately.

•

Some candidates need to analyse key phrases and concepts more carefully.

•

Some candidates could have explored links and the interaction between issues more
effectively.

•

Regarding conclusions they were sometimes basic summaries rather than offering an
explicit judgment linked to the analytical demands of the question. The importance of
conclusions that are explicit rather than implicit is emphasised. Indeed, it was fairly rare
to find an answer for Section A especially that was not of Level 4 quality overall where
there were effective, considered introductions and conclusions.

•

Some candidates explored issues outside of the relevant time periods, especially for
questions 1, 2 and 3.

•

It is suggested that the students who perform best on Section B tended to be those
who read the sources carefully, accurately and critically; recognised themes and issues
arising from the sources, then used these to address the question. Some candidates
potentially limited themselves by closing off potential areas of enquiry by seeking to
make the evidence of the sources fit the contention in the question, without full thought
to the issues within the sources, or by using the sources to illustrate arguments without
relating evidence to other sources or own knowledge.

•

Candidates need to treat the sources as a package to facilitate cross-referencing and
advance a convincing line of argument. Many weaker candidates resorted to 'potted'
summaries of each source which failed to develop a support/challenge approach.

•

Candidates need to integrate the source material and their own knowledge more
effectively to substantiate a particular view. Some candidates could have explored links
and interaction more effectively between own knowledge and the sources. Weaker
responses were frequently too reliant on the sources provided and little or no own
knowledge was included.

•

Some needed to develop their points with more specific factual details.

•

Some candidates explored issues outside of the relevant time periods, especially for
questions 6 and 7.

•

More candidates would benefit from planning their answers more effectively.

•

Some candidates could have explored links / interaction more effectively between own
knowledge and the sources. Some needed to develop their points with more specific
factual details.

•

Candidates should avoid memorised 'perspectives' essays and base their responses
on the issues raised by the sources instead. The Associated Historical Controversy
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question is an exercise in interpretation not historiography. Whilst there was some
excellent analysis which incorporated historiographical knowledge, reference to the likes
of ‘structuralist’ historians often added little, or was even to the detriment of genuine
analysis.
•

That said, there were very few really weak responses. The impression was that the
substance of the source at least enabled candidates offer some development and
supporting evidence. In such cases though, candidates often struggled to extend issues
with own knowledge, or really analyse the given views.

•

There was also a correlation between those candidates who reviewed all sources in their
opening paragraph and high performance. Whilst a telling introduction is not essential,
the process of carefully studying the sources to ascertain how they relate to the
statement in the question, prior to writing the main analysis, allows candidates to clarify
and structure their arguments.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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